Highlights of NC, the Main Call Number for Drawing Books, located on Mudd 1
Note that because of the vagaries of the categories below, works by an artist may be found in several places. The best way to locate all books on/by an artist is to do a search in the catalog.

NC 50-371 | History of Drawing (largely organized geographically)
NC 95 | 20th-century Drawing
NC 96 | 21st-century Drawing
NC 101-224 | North and South American drawing
NC 225-312 | European drawing
NC 257 | Drawings by Individual Italian artists, in alphabetical order by last name
NC 315-325 | Middle Eastern and Central Asian drawing (Iran, Afghanistan, etc)
NC 326-344 | South Asian and Southeast Asian drawing
NC 345-353 | East Asian drawing (China: 348-350, Japan: 351-353, Korea: 353)
NC 360-368 | African drawing
NC 369-371 | Australian drawing
NC 730-758 | Drawing Technique
NC 760-778 | Anatomy, Human Figure, Portraits, Pinups
NC 790-800 | Landscapes
NC 845-915 | Drawings by specific material (pencil, charcoal, crayon, silverpoint, pen & ink, etc)
NC 1764 | Comics
  Note that most of our comics and graphic novels are in PN 6700-6790 (Multi-tier Stack Level 2)

Half of all art books are oversized and located on a different set of shelves (look for “folio” in the location info).